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Abstract 
It is often very hard to demarcate the lines between ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ and most of us often fall victim to the fallacy that  what 
works at the micro level would also work at the macro level. Giving out aid is a prime example of this fallacy. MDGs have been 
mainly driven by foreign aid provided by the advanced north to the developing economies known as south. Evidently, MDGs are 
far from getting realized and it won’t be tough to conclude that nations should look beyond aid to achieve basic standards of 
living for the poor masses of the world. Micro-financing is an effective way to reach out to the poor. Another significant measure 
would be to liberalize trade policies so that volume of trade increases and technological advancements reach the developing 
nations which would naturally improve the standard of living thus achieving one of the basic MDG. 
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1. Introduction 
“Give a man a fish; you feed him for a day. Teach him how to fish; you will feed him for a lifetime” 
This age old Chinese proverb has withstood the winds of change that comes with the passage of time. And, this 
would definitely remain relevant till the time we are infatuated with the idea of giving aid in terms of money. There 
needs to be a paradigm shift when it comes to helping nations to come out of the clutches of poverty. 
It is often very hard to demarcate the lines between ‘macro’ and ‘micro’ and most of us often fall victim to the 
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fallacy that what works at the micro level would also work at the macro level. Giving out aid is a prime example of 
falling for this fallacy. Millennium Development Goals have been mainly driven by foreign aid provided by the 
economically advanced north to the developing economies collectively known as the south. 
Milton Friedman, a Nobel Prize winner in Economic Sciences, pointed out decades back that there are four ways 
of spending money in terms of efficiency as far as achieving the end goal is concerned (Table 1): 
i. Person ‘A’ spends his money on himself. He will try to maximize the value that he gets out of the minimum 
amount of money he spends for a service/commodity. 
ii. Person ‘A’ spends his money on person ‘B’. In this circumstance, ‘A’ will try to minimize the cost but won’t 
pay much attention to the value that he gets out of that money.  
iii. Person B spends person A’s money on himself. Here, B will try to maximize the value that he gets out of the 
money. But since the money belongs to someone else i.e. A, he won’t try to cut down on the costs. 
iv. The fourth and the least efficient method is when person B spends person A’s money on yet another person 
i.e. C. Here B has neither the incentive to cut down the costs nor has any incentive to maximize the value that 
he would get out of the money that he spends on/for C. 
 
Table 1: Ways to spend money in terms of efficiency 
 
II 
Person A spends his money on person B. 
Cost incurred: Minimum 
Value derived: Minimum 
I 
Person A spends his money on himself. 
Cost incurred: Minimum 
Value derived: Maximum 
III 
Person B spends person A’s money on himself 
Cost incurred: Maximum 
Value derived: Maximum 
IV 
Person B spends person A’s money on 
person C. 
Cost incurred: Maximum 
Value derived: Minimum 
 
Fiduciary aid falls in the fourth category of spending, as it is taken from a person by another person and spent on 
yet another person, which makes it the least efficient method of spending money. Milton Friedman’s laws of 
spending would act as a litmus test for all the alternatives to foreign aid described in this paper. 
This paper is structured as follows. First it discusses the problems that would eventually arise if we move ahead 
with the concept of foreign aid. Then we look towards various effective alternatives to replace foreign aid and how 
these alternatives are better than the present system.  
2. Financial Aid: Dangerous Drug 
Financial aid is a drug which just likes any analgesic doesn’t address the root cause of the pain but creates a 
temporary numbness so that the patient doesn’t feel the pain. Millennium Development Goals are geared towards 
eradicating the root problems and financial aid runs contrary to this basic idea. Financial aid on the one hand doesn’t 
take into consideration the reasons behind the problems like poverty trap but also creates unintended consequences 
which are described in this section. 
2.1. Inflation 
Inflation is a slowly unfolding effect of foreign aid. Aid money, increases the liquidity in the market. People will 
spend this extra money introduced on various goods and services. The higher demand for all the goods and services 
would naturally increase the prices of the commodities. The industries will slowly make changes to meet this extra 
demand but by that time inflation would have abraded the economy. 
This can be illustrated with a very easy example. Consider that overnight every citizen of a country gets richer 
by $10, 000. Would that country become more prosperous or would it invite economic trouble? Any person with a 
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meager understanding of economics would suggest that such an overnight gift hamper would act as a stepping stone 
for future economic troubles. This is because the growth in industrial production would never match the velocity 
with which the cash would be exchanging hands, thus creating a price pressure in the economy. 
2.2. Hampering International Trade 
Autarky as a concept is good only on papers. Any nation that wants to become prosperous has to rely on trade. 
Exporting home made good and services has played an immense role in bringing up war torn nations back onto its 
feet within few decades, like Japan and erstwhile West Germany. Every other prosperous nation on the face of the 
earth is an example of why international trade is important and the part played by exports. Aid money retards the 
export sector of a nation as it creates forex pressure. “The effect of foreign aid on economic activity of a country can 
be dampened due to potentially adverse effects on exports through a real exchange rate appreciation” 
(Munemo,2007).. 
Consider that Congo receives $ 1 million in aid. It can’t spend dollars in its economy as Congolese franc is the 
legal tender. Converting $ 1 million into the legal tender would mean that the demand for Congolese franc would go 
up thus appreciating the franc against the dollar. Such an appreciation of the domestic currency would mean that the 
exporting firms of Congo would have to charge more in the international market to offset the effects of appreciation. 
This would make Congolese firms uncompetitive in the world markets which would eventually end in the firms 
closing down their shutters. 
Even if the currency is not free floating, foreign aid as stated earlier would increase the inflation in an economy 
thus increasing the cost of production. The exporting companies would be forced to charge a higher price in the 
world market to offset the effects of inflation. This would again create the same result as in the case of freely 
floating currency. 
2.3. Deteriorate Domestic Savings 
Foreign Aid and domestic savings have an inverse relationship. Higher the foreign aid lower the level of 
domestic savings. The prosperous future can be sustainable only through savings, mindless generation of cash would 
lead only to a bubble which would eventually burst and would cause more problems than what it intended to solve. 
Many studies have supported and proven this theory to be valid. ‘The crowding out hypothesis’ and the ‘Two Gap 
Theory’ are some of the findings that clearly draw a relationship between aid- economic growth and savings- 
economic growth. Crowding out Hypothesis is an economic concept where increased public sector spending 
replaces, or drives down, private sector spending. Crowding out refers to when government must finance its 
spending with taxes and/or with deficit spending, leaving businesses with less money and effectively "crowding 
them out" (Crowding Out Effect,2014). Let us consider the situation in financial markets when the government 
indulges in deficit spending. When it spends more than it brings in, the government must borrow the rest. This is 
achieved by selling bonds, which compete with corporate bonds and other financial instruments for the available 
supply of funds. As some savers decide to buy government bonds, the funds remaining to invest in private bonds 
must shrink. Thus, some private borrowers get "crowded out" of the financial markets as the government claims an 
increasing share of the economy's total saving (Thoma, 2008). The two gap model is based on the gap between a 
country's own provision of resources and its absorptive capacity. These two gaps are known as the Savings Gap and 
the Foreign Exchange Gap. Whichever of the two gaps is the greatest will constrain the amount of investment and 
capital formation, which can be undertaken. While the two gaps are distinct and separate ones, international 
transfers can, in fact, be used to fill both. In some of the work done on the two-gap model, it is suggested not only 
that they exist but that, most often; the trade gap exceeds the savings gap. This suggests that the trade gap is more 
powerful - i.e. is the binding constraint. An early UNCTAD study suggests that the two gaps are about equal.. The 
Savings gap occurs where savings fall short of what can be effectively and productively invested. And the Foreign 
Exchange Gap occurs where earning of foreign exchange fall short of the amounts needed to purchase the necessary 
foreign goods and components etc (The Two-Gap Model of Economic Growth in Nigeria). 
It has been found that instead of supplementing domestic savings, foreign aid has supplanted it in many nations. 
Domestic saving would eventually crowd out as majority of the financial aid received would go into consumption. A 
commonly seen tendency of spending away the monetary award or gift or even an assistance received in any 
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situation can be associated to the above mentioned effect of financial aid. Failing to save it for sustainable 
development and growth in the long run completely fails the purpose of such aid. 
Evidences and reports prove that some developing nations like Kenya, Sierra Leone and Somalia actually save 
less whilst becoming relatively affluent (Taslim, 2000). 
3. Alternatives to Foreign Aid 
There are several efficient alternatives to giving aid, which should be pursued aggressively to achieve the various 
goals that were set out during the Millennium Development Summit. MDGs would be realized in totality only if we 
try to achieve the goals in a bottom up manner instead of employing a top down approach. It is not very hard to 
move up the quadrant in the Friedman’s law of spending. It is highly imperative that we move away from the 
concept of throwing cash on the face of every possible problem. We need to look beyond the obvious so that we 
create prosperity that is sustainable. The following are the efficacious methods in lieu of foreign aid: 
3.1. Government Debt Bonds 
For the governments to raise capital to engage in developmental activities like building necessary infrastructure 
to attract investment, it can always engage in selling its bonds through open market operations. “A government bond 
market provides several benefits. It provides an avenue for domestic funding of budget deficits other than that 
provided by the central banks and, thereby, can reduce the need for direct and potentially damaging monetary 
financing.” (KWAKYE). 
Apart from that, the interest rates on the bonds would reflect the true situation of that country. This would not 
only enable the government but also the vigilant civil society to see in which all sectors the nation is lagging behind 
as investors would demand a higher interest rates for those sectors. This would also act as a noose for a spendthrift 
or corrupt government as they would be regulated by the market to use the money efficiently so that they are able to 
repay their investors on time. 
3.2. Diaspora Bonds 
Since international investors would be averse to the idea of investing in highly volatile nations, the government 
can issue diaspora bonds for people who are native to the country but living in other nations. Usually the diaspora of 
a nation would be in control of a huge amount of money and resources which the government can tap in to more 
easily as compared to international investors. The diaspora of a nation wouldn’t have convertibility concerns as they 
usually would be having some sort of immovable assets or liabilities back in the nation. They would also be having 
patriotic feelings for their nation because of which they would probably be more willing to fund infrastructure funds 
with respect to international investors. 
3.3. Voucher System & Scholarships 
As far as education system is concerned, the method of aid should be completely revamped. Instead of throwing 
away money for building more and more inefficient government schools, institutions can help the needy students by 
providing them with school vouchers. Such a voucher system would ensure that the students and their parents have 
the option of choosing the best school. This in turn would increase the competition in the education system to 
improve the learning and teaching methodologies. A school voucher system is a win-win situation for everyone. 
Instead of giving out aid for higher education, developed countries should create more and more scholarship 
programs within their university. Such programs would ensure that instead of again throwing money at a social 
issue, the developed nations would be providing the highly required skills to the students of the aid recipient nation. 
These students would have the potential to bring sustainable changes in the social and economic structure of a 
nation. 
School voucher system and scholarships is moving up the quadrant in the Friedman’s law of spending quadrants. 
In a school voucher system, a student would be undertaking the 3rd quadrant spending, where cost wouldn’t be a 
consideration but he/she will derive maximum value. Scholarships would also ensure the same effect. 
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3.4. Micro-financing 
Micro-financing is an effective way to reach out to the poor by empowering them to change the course of their 
life. Through such innovative methods of funding small self-help groups, a huge change can be brought slowly and 
steadily. Micro-financing helps poor people who have no fixed assets that can be kept as collateral to access banking 
facilities. The trust among the members of self-help group act as a collateral since they know that non repayment of 
loans would mean that they would be cutting down their line of credit on their own. This knowledge helps the group 
members to keep a check and balance on each other and thus ensuring timely repayment of money back to the bank. 
Since you would have to pay back the bank by earning out of your own toil, this would naturally belong to the first 
quadrant of spending in the Friedman’s law of spending. People who would receive loans would ensure that they 
spend the money prudently and would also try their best to derive maximum value out of the money they have spent. 
3.5. Trade not Aid 
It is an accepted fact from the times of Adam Smith that trade increase prosperity. Opening up for international 
trade has more to give to a nation than what it takes. The best thing that a poor nation can do is to progressively 
open the trade restrictions so that the domestic market becomes more competitive and the standard of living of 
individuals gradually increases. It is by no wonder that poor countries of 1950’s and 60’s like China, South Korea 
and Chile are economic powerhouses of 21st century. At a certain period back in the late 1960’s, South Korea’s per 
capita income was comparable to India. Today South Korea is counted among the developed nations of the world 
whereas India is still trying to catch up with China. The only difference is that South Korea was in the forefront of 
opening up its shores for international trade whereas Indian administration took a long time to understand the 
benefits of free trade. 
It has been well documented in probably every book, written after the Wealth of Nations as to how increased 
trade increases the standard of living. Now what is left is for the administrations of various warn torn and poor 
countries to dispel their xenophobia and embrace free trade as soon as possible. 
Expanded trade would not only increase the amount of disposable income but would also increase the production 
of goods and services to match the rising demand, which in turn would increase employment opportunities.  
4. Conclusion 
Majority of the foreign aid provided can be considered as “phantom aid”, an aid which does not help fight 
poverty, Furthermore, some 50% of all technical assistance is said to be wasted because of inappropriate usage on 
expensive consultants, their living expenses, and training. Tying up of bilateral aid with foreign policies of the donor 
nations became an extra burden for the recipient nations. These aids came with commitments of purchasing goods 
and services from the donor nations that was unaffordable as well as contributed less towards the development and 
growth of the poor nations. In other words, often aid does not aid the recipient, it aids the donor. 
The major chunk of foreign aid that the African countries have been relying on to fund their development has 
been in the form of grants or in the form of loans. This instead of being a source of relief has rather escalated the 
external debt burdens of African countries with greater service obligations. 
Moreover the shortfall of financial aid provided by the developed nations has also become a major concern. Few 
decades back, rich country governments agreed to give 0.7% of their GNI as official aid to poor countries for 
development assistance. This has drastically come to an average aid of around 0.2-0.4% delivered each year. The 
shortfall has therefore accumulated to $4.37 trillion dollars at 2010 prices, while total aid delivered in that same time 
frame has reached just over $3.19 trillion (OECD). This clearly indicates that aid is the least sustainable source of 
assistance that can be provided and relying on alternatives would be more beneficial and sustainable beneficial in 
the long run. 
Apparently financial aid has become a costly affair for both the donor and recipient nations. “Trade not Aid” 
should be the basis of all the forms of assistance that should be offered to the nations of South. As the economist and 
Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen says, a lot can be done at a relatively low cost (Shah, 2012). It is a common thought 
whenever a person is in distress just lend him some money to solve his problems. This might work on a micro level 
but when it comes to a nation containing millions of people, this simple idea is far cry as far solving the problems 
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are concerned. Such simple seeming ideas always have huge potential to backfire. 
And, therefore it is high time that we stop the habit of throwing money at every problem that we see around. We 
need to take a step back and analyze the situation to form our response. And in majority of the cases giving out cash 
is not the most favourable idea to bank upon. We need to look beyond aid in such a manner that we provide 
sustainable and long term solutions to the pressing problems of this world instead of the quick fix solutions that can 
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